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Why are the codes changing for Reasons for Delay?
These changes will simplify delay codes overall by consolidating similar codes, such as combining all of the parent
related codes into one. The revised list of delay codes also more closely aligns with the only federally allowable delay
reasons:
• Parent repeatedly failed or refused to produce the child
• Student moved out of the district after referral process initiated
• Mutual written agreement to extend time for SLD identification
• Child’s 3rd birthday occurred over the summer break (C to B only)
The changes will also allow us to gather more data regarding the details of no valid reason, such as staffing issues or
extra evaluations.

When will the new codes take effect?
The revised delay codes will take effect in SY2019-2020 starting on 7/1/2019. These data are included in the
Participation file in the IEP Interchange and the first snapshot these data will pull into is the 2019-2020 SPED EOY which
will open late spring in 2020.

Delay Codes Crosswalk
Updated Delay Codes

Current Delay Codes
01 - Parent refused to provide consent for evaluation
01 - Parent refused to provide consent or revoked consent during the process or child is never 50 - Parent revocked consent for eval prior to competion of eval
enrolled, process ended (text in blue font to be added in 2020-2021)
52 - Parent failed to enroll child in school; child is never enrolled
54 - Parent refused consent for services
03 - Deceased, process ended
03 - Deceased
06 - Child referred back to CCB for evaluation
06 - Child referred back to CCB for evaluation
43 - Mutual written agreement was made between parents and a group of qualified
professionals to extend time for SLD identification
43 - Mutual written agreement extending time for SLD identification
20 - Illness of student or immediate family member
21 - Parent requested delay in meeting
22 - Parent no show, meeting rescheduled
24 - Parent cannot be located, surrogate parent process started
25 - Parent requested someone else to attend (e.g., legal representation)
45 - Parent repeatedly failed or refused to: produce child; give consent, respond to meeting
27 - Parent requested independent educational evaluation
requests; attend scheduled meetings. Includes delays due to illness and any requested meeting
42 - Parent requested delay in evaluaiton
delays from parent. (300.301(d)(1)) (text in blue font to be added in 2020-2021)
44 - Parent no show, evaluation reschedueld
45 - Parent repeatedly fails or refuses to produce child for eval
48 - Parent failed to respond to meeting requests
51 - Child is not enrolled in school when expected
53 - Parent requested delay in the start of services
46 - Student moved into district after process initiated in another district; current district is
making sufficient progress to ensure a prompt completion of the initial referral process by the
date which parent and the current district agree (300.301(d)(2))
47 - Student moved out of district after the initial referral process initiated, process ended
49 - Child's 3rd birthday occurred over the summer, parents and district determined the date
the IEP services will begin
55 - Referral received within less than 30 days to complete eval
56 - No educational disability suspected. Prior Written Notice issued.
57 - Referral received by AU with less than 60 days to 3rd birthday
58 - NOT VALID - Additional evaluations or special evaluations needed
59 - NOT VALID - Other _________________ (provide explanation in exception request)
60 - NOT VALID - Staff missed the timeline
61 - NOT VALID - COVID19 School Closure

46 - Student moved into district after eval initiated in another district
47 - Student moved out of district after eval initiated
49 - Student's birthdate does not fall on a school day
55 - Referral received within less than 30 days to complete eval
56 - Child not evaluated, after screening, no disability suspected
57 - Referral received by AU with less than 60 days to 3rd birthday
05 - No valid reason
26 - Weather / School cancellation
28 - IEP team requested indepdentn educational evaluation
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Path 1 Part C Evaluation
Reason for Delay in Completing the Evaluation Part C
01 - Parent refused to provide consent or revoked consent during the process or child is never enrolled, process ended (text in blue font to be added in
2020-2021)
03 - Deceased, process ended
06 - Child referred back to CCB for evaluation
45 - Parent repeatedly failed or refused to: produce child; give consent, respond to meeting requests; attend scheduled meetings. Includes delays due to
illness and any requested meeting delays from parent. (300.301(d)(1)) (text in blue font to be added in 2020-2021)
46 - Student moved into district after process initiated in another district; current district is making sufficient progress to ensure a prompt completion of
the initial referral process by the date which parent and the current district agree (300.301(d)(2))
47 - Student moved out of district after the initial referral process initiated, process ended
55 - Referral received with less than 30 days to complete the evaluation
58 - NOT VALID - Additional evaluations or special evaluations needed
59 - NOT VALID - Other _________________ (provide explanation in exception request)
60 - NOT VALID - Staff missed the timeline
61 - NOT VALID - COVID19 School Closure

Path 2 Part C to Part B Transition
Reason for Delay in Completing the Evaluation C to B
01 - Parent refused to provide consent or revoked consent during the process or child is never enrolled, process ended (text in blue font to be added in
2020-2021)
03 - Deceased, process ended
45 - Parent repeatedly failed or refused to: produce child; give consent, respond to meeting requests; attend scheduled meetings. Includes delays due to
illness and any requested meeting delays from parent. (300.301(d)(1)) (text in blue font to be added in 2020-2021)
46 - Student moved into district after process initiated in another district; current district is making sufficient progress to ensure a prompt completion of
the initial referral process by the date which parent and the current district agree (300.301(d)(2))
47 - Student moved out of district after the initial referral process initiated, process ended
56 - No educational disability suspected. Prior Written Notice issued.
57 - Referral received by the Administrative Unit with less than 60 days before the child's third birthday
58 - NOT VALID - Additional evaluations or special evaluations needed
59 - NOT VALID - Other _________________ (provide explanation in exception request)
60 - NOT VALID - Staff missed the timeline
61 - NOT VALID - COVID19 School Closure
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Reason for Delay in Initial Eligiblity Meeting C to B
01 - Parent refused to provide consent or revoked consent during the process or child is never enrolled, process ended (text in blue font to be added in
2020-2021)
03 - Deceased, process ended
45 - Parent repeatedly failed or refused to: produce child; give consent, respond to meeting requests; attend scheduled meetings. Includes delays due to
illness and any requested meeting delays
p from parent. (300.301(d)(1)) (text
; in blue font to be added
g in 2020-2021)
p g
p
p
p
the initial referral process by the date which parent and the current district agree (300.301(d)(2))
47 - Student moved out of district after the initial referral process initiated, process ended
56 - No educational disability suspected. Prior Written Notice issued.
57 - Referral received by the Administrative Unit with less than 60 days before the child's third birthday
58 - NOT VALID - Additional evaluations or special evaluations needed
59 - NOT VALID - Other _________________ (provide explanation in exception request)
60 - NOT VALID - Staff missed the timeline
61 - NOT VALID - COVID19 School Closure

Reason for Delay in IEP Implemention C to B
01 - Parent refused to provide consent or revoked consent during the process or child is never enrolled, process ended (text in blue font to be added in
2020-2021)
03 - Deceased, process ended
45 - Parent repeatedly failed or refused to: produce child; give consent, respond to meeting requests; attend scheduled meetings. Includes delays due to
illness and any requested meeting delays from parent. (300.301(d)(1)) (text in blue font to be added in 2020-2021)
46 - Student moved into district after process initiated in another district; current district is making sufficient progress to ensure a prompt completion of
the initial referral process by the date which parent and the current district agree (300.301(d)(2))
47 - Student moved out of district after the initial referral process initiated, process ended
49 - Child's 3rd birthday occurred over the summer, parents and district determined the date the IEP services will begin
56 - No educational disability suspected. Prior Written Notice issued.
57 - Referral received by the Administrative Unit with less than 60 days before the child's third birthday
58 - NOT VALID - Additional evaluations or special evaluations needed
59 - NOT VALID - Other _________________ (provide explanation in exception request)
60 - NOT VALID - Staff missed the timeline
61 - NOT VALID - COVID19 School Closure
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Path 3 Part B Initial Evaluation
Reason for Delay in Completing the Evalaution Part B
01 - Parent refused to provide consent or revoked consent during the process or child is never enrolled, process ended (text in blue font to be added in
2020-2021) (Path 3 use only if consent revoked or child never enrolled)
03 - Deceased, process ended
43 - Mutual written agreement was made between parents and a group of qualified professionals to extend time for SLD identification
45 - Parent repeatedly failed or refused to: produce child; give consent, respond to meeting requests; attend scheduled meetings. Includes delays due to
illness and any requested meeting delays from parent. (300.301(d)(1)) (text in blue font to be added in 2020-2021)
46 - Student moved into district after process initiated in another district; current district is making sufficient progress to ensure a prompt completion of
the initial referral process by the date which parent and the current district agree (300.301(d)(2))
47 - Student moved out of district after the initial referral process initiated, process ended
58 - NOT VALID - Additional evaluations or special evaluations needed
59 - NOT VALID - Other _________________ (provide explanation in exception request)
60 - NOT VALID - Staff missed the timeline
61 - NOT VALID - COVID19 School Closure

Reason for Delay in Finalizing the Initial IEP Part B
01 - Parent refused to provide consent or revoked consent during the process or child is never enrolled, process ended (text in blue font to be added in
2020-2021) (Path 3 use only if consent revoked or child never enrolled)
03 - Deceased, process ended
43 - Mutual written agreement was made between parents and a group of qualified professionals to extend time for SLD identification
45 - Parent repeatedly failed or refused to: produce child; give consent, respond to meeting requests; attend scheduled meetings. Includes delays due to
illness and any requested meeting delays from parent. (300.301(d)(1)) (text in blue font to be added in 2020-2021)
46 - Student moved into district after process initiated in another district; current district is making sufficient progress to ensure a prompt completion of
the initial referral process by the date which parent and the current district agree (300.301(d)(2))
47 - Student moved out of district after the initial referral process initiated, process ended
58 - NOT VALID - Additional evaluations or special evaluations needed
59 - NOT VALID - Other _________________ (provide explanation in exception request)
60 - NOT VALID - Staff missed the timeline
61 - NOT VALID - COVID19 School Closure

Reason the IEP was Never Implemented Part B
01 - Parent refused to provide consent or revoked consent during the process or child is never enrolled, process ended (text in blue font to be added in
2020-2021) (Path 3 use only if consent revoked or child never enrolled)
03 - Deceased, process ended
47 - Student moved out of district after the initial referral process initiated, process ended
59 - NOT VALID - Other _________________ (provide explanation in exception request)
61 - NOT VALID - COVID19 School Closure
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